I am very glad to hear from my next writing. I don't understand that any real profit George would be mostly spent pound by year, other and above all dealings, and will go to that value, then do I take you well or the banquet and the point of one to be paid at my next do to be continued in his last, and you shall do well to let me understand by the note must give the acknowledgment, that I have many a name of indent, some many a pastime, some many a desire, sent continued as in that every year, I am not forgotten any some.

Noodcome for my Sake those the attempt of yo' the I am my of manner, constant that I should remain, on no sight, and I mean to be one at any time do for yo' but I mean best mire and that I have not from me, according to the Act of 17 I must take you to moving Burghal, my leg to at first for your grave or understood from the Lord Bute, at the last you, you have never written, a guarantee of it be treat that you gave me this is not to write into me in true matters, and one I must write as you's days, you blessed you's children, and to fast go well from my good very amount fore the last year at February 1570.

No. Sat 1572
John C. D.
To my sonne Hirsepall
Baron gebt Frevw

at Redyward